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Kate Nasser is an author, people-skills and customer service
expert whose work has been shared in major publications and
she has also won numerous awards that speak to the excellence
of her programs. In addition to a 28+ year successful career,
Kate is a social media influencer and the leader of two social
media Twitter Chats People Skills and Lead Morale.
What has been your greatest accomplishment as a trailblazer
and change-maker?
My greatest accomplishment as a
trailblazing woman business owner and change maker is
awakening *everyone’s ability to close the gaps between
themselves and others. I have shown leaders and teams that
everyone can learn how to work better together. They have
taken this same workplace awareness and ability into the world
at large. The benefits are infinite.
What do you want to be remembered for? I would like people to
remember me for giving people the inspiration and people
skills to close the gaps and build bonds for success in

business and happiness in life. I would like to be remembered
for developing uncommon talent for developing common bonds.
What is your fav quote (by other than yourself)?
“People will never forget how you made them feel.” ~ Maya
Angelou

KATE’S BIO:

Kate Nasser, The People Skills Coach™, is the founder and
President of CAS, Inc.
Her keynotes, workshops, and
consultations turn workplace interaction challenges into mega
business success in leadership, morale, teamwork, and customer
service. Kate is a workplace tested consultant & change
partner whom clients around the world have hailed as highly
effective.
See footage of her in action and testimonials from clients at
https://KateNasser.com. Get Kate’s hallmark book — Leading
Morale — the only book on that spells out how to *lead morale
from the start instead of fixing it once it’s broken.
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